
Oil

On the crude oil market, prices continued to rise yesterday following Wednesday’s successful OPEC summit, where the cartel’s member 
states managed to agree on the output cuts which had been discussed for years. With reduced production during the coming years, 
OPEC is hoping to boost prices and so far, it has worked. The Brent front month contract rose another 3,47 USD/bbl yesterday, closing 
the session at 53,94 USD/bbl. We expect a largely neutral Friday, as the upside is hampered by traders engaging in a sell-off to secure 
profit following the recent gains.

Gas

Despite the upside on the crude oil market, the European gas prices did not manage to edge up further yesterday. The markets are gen-
erally well-supplied and there are no fears that there will be any major supply issues during the forthcoming winter. With temperatures 
falling across the continent, demand is not high either. The NBP Jan-17 contract edged down 0,85 p/th Thursday, closing the day at 
48,60 p/th. We expect further losses Friday.

Coal
On the European coal markets, prices also edged down yesterday despite the soaring crude oil market. The market was influenced by 
a high degree of selling activity in order to close positions and secure profit. High demand in both Asia and Europe is preventing the 
market from falling even further, but it does seem possible that we will see another bearish session Friday. 

Carbon

After a relatively neutral session caused by the bullish fuel markets Wednesday, the European market for carbon emissions returned to 
the negative sentiment yesterday. In just a matter of one month, the benchmark quota contract has dropped around 30 % and is now 
as low as 4,46 EUR/t. Since the market dropped below 4 EUR/t in September, there are no reason to think that the downside could not 
extend further.

Hydro
Expected precipitation during the forthcoming ten days is around 35 % above seasonal normal. Following a quite dry weekend, the level 
is expected to increase during the beginning of next week, and remain above average for the entire next week. The hydro balance has 
improved steadily over the last weeks, but is still in a noticeable deficit of 13,9 TWh. 

Germany
Following a couple of bullish sessions, the German power market traded down yesterday, with bearish gas, coal and carbon emission 
markets being the main price driver. The German Cal-17 contract fell 0,40 EUR/MWh, settling the day at 31,00 EUR/MWh. Temperatures 
in Germany are expected just around seasonal normal during the next ten days.

Equities Both the European and the American stock markets were marginally bearish yesterday, with the dominant indexes falling around 0,35 %. 
Friday, all focus on the markets will be on the last US job report of the year, which will be published this afternoon. 

Conclusion

The Nordic power market was bearish yesterday, with the short end of the curve experiencing the biggest downside. The weather 
outlook continues to be wetter than average for this time of the year, something which has now been the case for several weeks. The 
Q1-17 contract fell 0,35 EUR/MWh, settling at 32,15 EUR/MWh, while the YR-17 contract was down 0,05 EUR/MWh, closing at 25,35 
EUR/MWh. We expect another minor downside in Friday’s session.
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The Morning report is produced on the basis of information about th Nordic power market from sources which Energi Danmark A/S finds reliable. We attempt to continuously keep data correct and up to date. Energi Danmark A/S assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents of this report. Energi 
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